The full segmentation and detection of the common carotid artery (CCA) in ultrasound images is important for the evaluation of the intima media thickness (IMT) and for the measurement of the artery stenosis. The IMT as well as the stenosis are considered to be the significant markers for the clinical evaluation of the risk of stroke. The current research proposes full-automated medical imaging system for the segmentation and detection of the CCA and the common artery lumen (CAL), which is based on an adaptive snake-contour segmentation algorithm. The CCA is segmented by the proposed algorithm into different distinct regions, namely the IMT, intima-media (IL), media-layer (ML), carotid plaque and lumen.
Introduction
The full segmentation and detection of the common carotid artery (CCA) in ultrasound images is important for the evaluation of the intima media thickness (IMT) and for the measurement of the artery stenosis. The IMT as well as the stenosis are considered to be the significant markers for the clinical evaluation of the risk of stroke. The current research proposes full-automated medical imaging system for the segmentation and detection of the CCA and the common artery lumen (CAL), which is based on an adaptive snake-contour segmentation algorithm. The CCA is segmented by the proposed algorithm into different distinct regions, namely the IMT, intima-media (IL), media-layer (ML), carotid plaque and lumen.
Methods
The proposed method is automatically processing image normalization, binarization, noise despeckle combined with an adaptive hybrid median filter, and morphology prior the application of the segmentation algorithm. The new advanced adaptive snakes-based and level set segmentation algorithm show that can significantly support medical doctors and improve their medical evaluation for the clinical detection and segmentation of carotid plaque (CP) and the lumen of the carotid artery (LCA) in comparison with the manual clinical segmentation.
Results
Our method results to an improved and full-automated segmentation on the CP and CAL with an increased efficiency in the adaptive snake-contour segmentation. Both level set and snake contour have performed well based on the proposed hybrid method we used and provide a full-automated segmentation system reducing time and clinical cost.
Conclusion
The proposed adaptive snake-contour algorithm has given very good observational and calculated statistical results. The proposed method is a full-automatic system for the segmentation and detection of the CP, CCA, and CAL regions with improved statistical measurements based on geometric features and statistical metrics.
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